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Table tennis racket hard case

All orders will be processed and shipped within two business days (excluding tables). Once your order is shipped, you'll receive an email with tracking information. Standard Shipping All orders, except tables, are shipped via UPS, USPS or FedEx Ground and the standard delivery time is 3 to 5 business days. Shipping costs are determined by the zone where
the destination zip code is located. Paddles &amp; accessories orders of $75 or more automatically receive free standard shipping services to locations in the adjacent United States. FedEx's international shipment to Canada is charged $30 regardless of the amount, and all taxes and duties must be paid by the recipient. Second day and night deliveries are
also available at an additional cost. More information For more information on table transport click here to sort by Price Low-&gt;High Price High-&gt;Low Name A-&gt;Z Name Z-&gt;A There are several different types of table tennis bat cases and covers available. But knowing which one is the best and meets all your requirements can be a bit of a difficult
job. To help you make the right choice, we've created a quick guide that covers several different options to help you choose the right case for you. If you are looking to buy a new ping pong paddle then you can check out our list of top table tennis bats here. What do you need a case for? The last thing you want is for your new ping pong paddle to be
damaged by something that could easily be prevented. Here are a few reasons why we always recommend buying a holster for your ping pong paddle. To keep your paddle clean to ensure the best performance from the rocket, you need to keep it clean at all times. You have to try to prevent dust from getting on the rubber as it will cause you to lose your
stickiness (stickiness) and you won't be able to generate as much rotation. For more information on keeping your paddle in the best condition check out our guide to cleaning ping pong paddles here. Protecting it from moisture and sunlightMoisture is another thing to be very careful about and stay away from the paddle. Try to keep your paddle away from the
damp and water all the time as the wood in the bat is not meant to soak. A little water when cleaning the paddle is fine, but make sure to dry completely when finished. It will also protect against sunlight, which can cause rubber to degrade over time and the color of the wood to fade. Comfortable to wear It's pretty simple, but having a holster for your bat is
really convenient when traveling to play in different places. It will keep it safe from liquids and dust, as well as provide some protection against accidental impacts. Different types of cases to considerThere are several different styles of paddle cases on the market and each has its pros and cons. Let's take a look at some of the regular ones. Rocket-shaped
cabinetsRocket-shaped bushings are designed to provide compactness. They are very easy for you to carry and the bat will move in the case. One drawback of this type of paddle case is that the edge of the holster may be a little too close to the paddle rubber and it can damage the rubber, especially if you move around too much. Ideally, you want some
space between the holster and the paddle to prevent it from being brushed like this. Ping Pong Paddle BagsSpads are a much better option for you to consider because they do not have those edges that we just talked about in the case of rocket-shaped frames. Your paddles will remain much safer in these bags, but there will be some extra space as well
and your paddle will move slightly in your bag. Double bat holdersYou play with your partner (or carry a replacement rocket), then you will need a holster that can hold more than one paddle. It's much more convenient this way, but make sure the bag has the right compartments made for two paddles. You don't want to force two bats into a holster made for
just one. Cases with ball holdersThere are a number of cases that can also carry ping pong balls too. If it's something you want, make sure you buy one that has a specific space for the balls and don't try to stuff them. You can even get specialized ball cases like this: A few other things to consider hard paddle cases vs soft casesSum you play in many
different places, then we would recommend that you opt for a hard case. Ping pong paddles are not the strongest thing in the world, and even a small knock can damage a bat. But if you store your bat at home and don't see yourself traveling much then a soft pouch might be fine to make dust and protect it from moisture. Do you need a handle? Some of the
cases we covered above do not have handles. Do not assume that everyone does, and if you want one with a handle to check the specifications before you buy. CenaS most things in life, the more you spend the better quality you can expect. It's the same with paddle holsters. We tried to recommend cases that are reasonably priced without compromising
the quality. But it also depends on the price of ping pong paddle. You don't want to buy a ping pong paddle case that costs more than your real bat! Popular brands always recommend to buy a case from a well-known and up raised table tennis brand. Some of our favorites are names like STIGA, JOOLA, Killerspin or Eastfield. 驕謚槭@縺溘繝ゥ繝縺ョ逕サ
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